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T

heatre In the Raw’s most recent
mainstage production, Incident
at Vichy by Arthur Miller, was an
emotionally powerful play with a serious
message. If members of society are
indifferent, evil forces can carry out the
most heinous actions with impunity. The
board worked with the director to hold
discussions after each performance to
give audience members the opportunity
to debrief and also to consider ways to
respond to such threats in our own world
today. In all, 12 speakers participated in
10 after-performance discussions.

The Guest Speakers
by Faune Johnson

The first evening’s speaker was
Mel Lehan, a Vancouver writer, teacher,
and social justice activist of Jewish
heritage. He reflected on the play,
sparking a lively exchange while many
voiced their concerns about current racist
actions, even in Canada.
The 2nd evening had Karah
Goshinmon from the Nikkei National
Museum (http://www.nikkeiplace.org/)
speaking about the Japanese experience
of evacuation from the West Coast and
internment in 1942 as Canada followed
the American actions toward their

TITR’s Incident at Vichy featured an ensemble cast including: Jacques Lalonde, Brian Leslie,
R. David Stephens, Jay Hamburger and Michael Kruse-Dahl (Left to Right) photo Colin Beiers - 2018

Japanese citizens after the bombing of
Pearl Harbour December, 1941.
On evening #3 Jan Nordin and
Alan Le Fevre from the WallenbergSugihara Civil Courage Society
explained the award they present
each year. It is named after two of the
diplomats in Europe who signed the
papers of Jewish folks who were then
able to escape to America and avoid the
concentration camps. They welcome
nominations. The criteria for the award is
on their website: https://www.wsccs.ca/
The following night David
Borys, Canadian historian and professor
history at UBC and Langara College,
fielded questions on the intersection of
war, society, and identity as depicted in
Incident at Vichy.
After the 5th performance,
Michele Smolkin, a former French
Language programmer for Radio Canada,
described her film about her uncle’s
involvement in the French Resistance: Si
tu a faim, chante. Si tu as mal, ris (If you
are hungry, sing. If you ache, laugh.)
Evening 6 saw Maria Lakes
and Hillary Kaplan, TITR members and
community activists, present the feminist

perspective. They highlighted the active
part women played during the war in
many different roles, including in the
resistance.
We were visited on the 7th
evening by Dr. Conrad King—Professor
of Political Studies at Capilano
University—and Dr. Molleen Shilliday—
Professor of French at the University of
the Fraser Valley. Dr. King contends that
a democratic society is a bulwark against
tyranny, while Dr. Shilliday commented
on the profound effect trauma has on the
human psyche and how deep and longlasting the effects can be.
The next evening Andrea
Oakensheyld from Amnesty International

Left to Right: Alex Chisholm, Rob Monk, Daniella Herrera Ruiz,
R. David Stephens - photo Colin Beiers - 2018
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(BC) described the work done by
Amnesty to ameliorate injustices
worldwide, while volunteers gathered
petition signatures in the theatre lobby.
On the 2nd last night Chris
Morrissey explained the work of
Rainbow Refugee Society in working
to bring members of the LGBTQ
community to safety in Canada if they
are experiencing persecution in their own
country.
After the final performance,
our guest was Frank Cohn, Executive
Director of the Vancouver Association
for Survivors of Torture. The mandate of
VAST is to support the mental health of
refugees.
Many audience members
and cast members attended the afterperformance discussions. Such an
opportunity to share perceptions and
thoughts were valuable for all involved
and bolstered our resolve to continue
pursuing social justice in artistic forms.

TITR’s 11th Biennial (
One-Act Play Writing
Contest is Open!

2018-2019)

F

or 20 years TITR has held this contest
to give up-and-coming and established
writers alike an opportunity to have their
work staged by a professional theatre
company. Following in the tradition of
our mandate: we are dedicated to artistic
grassroots theatre in the Lower Mainland/
Vancouver, as well as to presentations beyond
B.C. borders. We are risk takers, creating
and responding to the cultural needs of those
in Canada and the International community.
We want to provide an open, creative, and
supportive atmosphere for struggling artists
and give exposure to tried and untried
playwrights.
We’re looking for the best, new and
fresh One-Act plays never before performed
for payment. (Plays can be previously
workshopped.) The contest is open to all.
Entries will be accepted until December
31, 2019 at midnight. We particularly look
forward to plays submitted on themes of
cultural/social diversity!
For more specific guidelines please visit:

www.theatreintheraw.ca/contest



• Uncle Vanya – Anton Chekov (1996)
• Beyond the Call – Ernest Hekkanen (1997)
• Waiting for Godot – Samuel Beckett (1999)
• The New World Order –
Herschel Hardin (1999)
• Top Girls – Caryl Churchill (2000)
• The Street – W. Ruth Kozak (2000)
• The Glace Bay Miners’ Museum –
Wendy Lill (2001)
• Medicine – LaVerne Adams (2002)
• The Inspector General –
Nikolai Gogol (2005)
• Bruce – The Musical – Bob Sarti (2008)
• Vatzlav – Slawomir Mrozek (2009)
• Yippies In Love – Bob Sarti (2011)
• The Raymur Mothers – Bob Sarti (2014)
• Twelve Angry Jurors –
Reginald Rose (2015)
• The Threepenny Opera –
Bertolt Brecht & Kurt Weill (2016)
• Incident at Vichy – Arthur Miller (2018)

Left to Right: Roger Howie, R. David Stephens, Laen Avraham
dov Hershler, Michael Kruse-Dahl, Brian Leslia and zi paris

A Review of

Incident at Vichy
by Erin Jane

Jay Hamburger founded “Theatre
in the Raw” out of a Commercial Drive
café in 1994, and the theatre company
is aptly named for their risk-taking
and grass roots approach to theatre.
Hamburger, who is the Director of this
production of Arthur Miller’s famed play
Incident At Vichy, introduced the play
with the Martin Niemöller poem, “First
they came…” This poem perfectly set the
stage for the ensuing performance, as it
highlights themes of guilt, persecution,
and complicity that are significant in
Incident at Vichy.
The stage set-up is a dingy police
station waiting room in unoccupied
Vichy, where several characters of
varying levels of anxiety are sitting
around waiting to be called upon by

German officials. It is a diverse group
– a socialist electrician, an Austrian
nobleman, a businessman, a young
painter, a waiter, a gypsy, an actor, a
psycho analyst, and a young boy. All
have been brought in under unclear
circumstances, presumably to have their
papers checked, but the air of danger and
worry is tangible.
Soon, they are trading stories
of fear and persecution. A clearly
emotionally distraught and anxious
young painter, played by Michael
Kruse-Dahl, speaks of having his nose
measured and is the only one to speak
aloud what no-one else wants to – that
the common link between almost all
of them is that they are all part of “the
tribe”. The electrician (played by Roger
Howie) speaks with jovial hope that
socialism will save them all, in spite
of having heard of stories of trains full
of people being carried to forced work
camps. Leduc, the psycho analyst (played
by Jacques Lalonde), has a different
perspective. He fears the worst and urges
us to recognize our own complicity in
standing around and letting it happen,
stating that we are doomed to repeat such
atrocities because no-one is willing to
stand up and fight.
Thinking about this play, I could
not help but be reminded of the old fable
about the boiling frog. The premise of
the fable is that if a frog is suddenly
put in boiling water, it will jump out,

but if it is put in lukewarm water that
is heated slowly, it will not perceive
the danger and will be cooked to death.
Essentially, the characters in the waiting
room are all frogs, being slowly heated.
All of Europe leading up to WWII had
been slowly heated for that matter. It is
a blatant metaphor for our own inaction
in the face of ‘only slightly worsening’
social ills. In fact, you might say this
play is more relevant than ever, as we
enter an era of “fake news” and morally
questionable state representatives,
responsible for stoking racial conflict
and terribly divisive politics, and where

Ralston Harris as a Vichy France guard
- photo Colin Beiers - 2018

we must examine our own complicity in
the persecution of others when we stand
by and make excuses while allowing our
freedom and the freedom of others to be
taken away slowly.
The Major, judiciously played
by Rob Monk, is a disabled veteran of
the German army and has been tasked
with detaining the men, though he clearly
despises the assignment. Monk’s German

Alan Zisman, Alexander Daughtry, Ann Hepper, Anne & Patrick Aubourg, Audrey McClellan, Bob Sarti & Muggs Sigurgeirson, Cassandra
Freeman, Damon Jang, Digna Augustina, Don Todd, Earle Peach & Barbara Jackson, Eda Bevilacqua, Edith Igluaer Daly, Ernest
Hekkanen & Margrith Schraner, Faune Johnson, Gerry Kowalenko, Giuseppe Bevilacqua, Hillary Kaplan, Jan Blanchet, Jan Janovick,
Jason Logan, Joanne MacKinnon, Joe & Solveigh Harrison, John & Barbara Taylor, John Field & June Malaka, John Holliday, Johnny
Pappenheimer, Joy Zwierink, Kevin Macleod of Vancouver Opera prop house, Kris and Atma Fleerackers, Len Auclair, Maria Lakes,
Marian Collins, Mary Kathleen Copps, Melissa Cooper & Richard Hamburger, Melodie Nelson, Michael Young, Montgomery Martin,
Norma Guttormsson, Oonagh Berry, Pam Bentley, Pat Foley & Naomi Narvey, Paul Manson, Peter Gell and the Gell Family, Ramona
Orr, Robert Kinnard, Rolf & Board of People’s Co-op Bookstore, Sage Robson, Steve Prokopenko, Teresa Vandertuin, Wally T. Shore
plus Scott Broom, Atty Gell, Sylvan Hamburger, and of course Freddie.
CCEC Credit Union, AllWest Insurance, Cannoli King, Laura and the Georgia Straight, Catherine Tableau & La Maison de la
Francophone along with Colin Carruthers, Cynthia Ramsay & the Jewish Independent, BC Alliance for Arts + Culture, Paul Taylor &
Carnegie Newsletter, Megaphone Magazine, the Chutzpah Festival, Archway Publishing, the Greater Vancouver Professional Theatre
Alliance, Vancouver Co-op Radio/ the Arts Rational show & Gerry Kowalenko, Tom @ Felcan Enterprises Ltd, Playwrights Theatre
Centre and the Spartacus Books Collective.
Theatre In the Raw acknowledges the support of The Lohn Foundation, The Hamber Foundation, The McGrane – Pearson Endowment
Fund held at Vancouver Foundation, the City of Vancouver Cultural Services and the Province of British Columbia towards its recent
production work.
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accent and hobbling on stage along with
his ensuing intoxication later on brings
sharp complexity to this character, who
may be one of the most sympathetic in
the play. He is the perfect example of the
complicity that Leduc has referred to, in
that he follows the orders of his chain
of command in order to protect his own
job and personal security. What makes
the Major such an interesting character
is that his motivations are unnervingly
reminiscent of those who have voted for
political representation in the expectation
that it will save their jobs and freedoms,
even at the expense of the safety and
security of others. The Major has us
questioning our own motivations more
than any other character… What would I
do in his situation?
Before long, café owner Ferrand
arrives to whisper anxiously to the waiter
(played by Julie Merrick) to warn that
he has overheard the detectives talking
about burning Jews in furnaces. Ferrand
(played by Giuseppe Bevilacqua)
only has a few lines in the play, but
Bevilacqua proves that there are no
small parts in theatre. Ferrand’s new
information sends fresh panic to the
room. Prior to this pivotal moment, the
characters’ fears were merely speculation,
whereas now there is a palpable sense
of danger. Now, the gregarious laughing
heard back stage brings even more
tension and evil implications.

All players in this ensemble
have delivered an incredibly thoughtful
examination of how the Nazis were
able to perpetrate the Holocaust with
so little resistance. The subtle nuances
of Miller’s play are well executed by
this emotionally invested cast, and the
performance left men with much to
consider. I also happened to catch this

Left to Right: Roger Howie, Brian Leslie, Julie Merrick, and
Guiseppe Bevilacqua - photo Colin Beiers - 2018

performance on Thursday April 12th,
the day of Yom HaShoah. For those of
you who do not already know and have
not already googled it, Yom HaShoah
is an observed day of remembrance
to commemorate the approximately
six million Jews who perished in the
Holocaust, and for the Jewish resistance
in that period.
Do not miss this production
of Miller’s Incident at Vichy, if not for
the important reminder that we must
be vigilant and watch for the slowly
rising water temperatures of our current
political climate, then go to support

this inspiring little theatre company
that aims to give exposure to “voices
seldom heard” – from the struggling and
underemployed actors to both tried and
with permission
untried playwrights. *reprinted
from Review Vancouver
“I think [Incident at Vichy] is trying to
answer the question: How did things get
so far out of hand without people rising up
and stopping the madness? The play tries
to answer that question, even though one
gets the impression of how relentless the
evil and suffering was once certain powers
were in control and the momentum of a
horrific madness got going. [...] Thus, a
vigilant eye is necessary on governments
and draconian racial laws implemented
upon a citizenry. Such policies must be
watched, debated and fought against in
a fair and free manner without fear of
punishment or reprisal.”
- director/producer of Incident at Vichy - Jay
Hamburger excerpted from “Miller Play
Remains Relevant” in Jewish Independent
(April 2018)

TITR’s next one-act and mainstage theatre
projects are just around the corner!

FUNDRAISING 2018/2019: We need your support! Don’t pass up a good theatre
company when it comes your way... Help our performing arts group continue to deliver unusual, awakening and
exchanging local grassroots live theatre!



